Extend your reach to include the best people available

Your global business needs to communicate across the entire organization, whether your key personnel are at corporate headquarters in New York, a regional office in Singapore or a home office in San Francisco. The Halo Gateway—a product of HP’s alliance with TANDBERG—seamlessly connects HP Halo and your videoconferencing assets. Expanding your collaboration efforts to “all hands” participation keeps your best people engaged—and assures a forum for sharing their best ideas.

Leverage your assets to make your investments work even harder

With the interoperability enabled by the Halo Gateway, you have the ability to not only maximize existing telepresence and videoconferencing investments, but make these investments really work to your advantage and your company’s bottom line. The Halo Gateway uses your IP or ISDN networks to connect multiple endpoints to a Halo meeting. Anyone with video capabilities can communicate across the organization—toste personnel on the manufacturing floor, at home or in a Halo studio.* Participants in the Halo studios can see and hear remote employees, and view any files or documents those employees wish to share. It’s a complete, integrated video collaboration solution. And, as your business grows, you can continue to outfit each location with a best-fit solution that meets its needs cost effectively.
Optimize your business with optimal communication

When everyone across the organization participates, your business becomes more effective. Leaders make well-informed decisions in less time. Products get to market faster. Personal relationships develop more readily. Team members enjoy more time at home—for a better quality of life—and the business saves on travel-related expenses. It all adds up to better business results.

The Halo Gateway—Standard Features

- **A Communications Gateway**: The Halo Gateway acts as a bridge between a Halo session and a videoconferencing (H.323/H.320) call. The Halo Gateway solution is compatible with any TANDBERG endpoint, as well as most standards-based (H.323/H.320-compliant) endpoints.

- **A Complete Solution**: Halo provides everything necessary—hardware, software and installation—for video collaboration across the corporate network over a customer-provided connection.

- **A Collaboration Channel**: Presentations, video and images can be shared with all participants from any endpoint, keeping everyone involved and informed.

- **Multipoint Ready**: The capability to reach multiple endpoints dramatically increases the number of potential participants.

- **Simplicity**: With one or more Halo studios, virtually any existing or new standards-based videoconferencing endpoints, IP-based or ISDN, can be utilized.

- **Security**: The Halo Gateway is housed within the secure Halo studio equipment rack, supporting a physically secure environment for telepresence and videoconference meetings. Halo security, your existing network security and endpoint encryption are not compromised.

- **Halo Managed Services Included**: The Halo Gateway includes the same 24x7 monitoring and diagnostics as the rest of the Halo studio, ensuring the utmost reliability.

Please visit [www.hp.com/halo/contact_email.html](http://www.hp.com/halo/contact_email.html) today and connect with a Halo business specialist to schedule a demonstration or learn how Halo can help transform your business.